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ABSTRACT
The Stiffness and Damping coefficients of squeeze film dynamic characteristics between porous curved circular plates lubricated with an electrically conducting non-Newtonian fluid in the presence of an external magnetic field are investigated in this paper. The expressions for MHNN porous squeeze film curved circular plate’s stiffness and dynamic coefficients are obtained. Comparing with the hydrodynamic Newtonian case, the dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients of squeeze film dynamic characteristics for porous curved circular plates are improved by the use of an electrically conducting non-Newtonian fluid in the presence of external magnetic fields.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Several studies have investigated the MHD effects on the lubrication performances of the journal bearings by Malik and Singh [7], the slider bearings by Lin [6] and squeeze film bearings by Lin et al [5]. The presence of additives is found to have beneficial effects on the load-carrying capacity and bearing characteristics by the experimental works by Oliver [9]. Several articles have applied this non-Newtonian (NN) model of couple stress fluids to investigate various squeeze film systems, such as the squeeze film mechanism with reference to human joints by Ahmad and Singh [1] and sphere-plate film by Elsharkarsy and AL-Fadhalah [2]. According to their results, the NN influences of couple stresses increase the load-carrying capacity and lengthen the response time for squeeze films. From the above studies, when an electrically conducting fluid is mixed with small amount of long-chained additives, the NN effects of couple stresses would appear in squeeze film. Porous bearing have proved to be useful because of their design simplicity and self-lubricating characteristics. Magneto-hydrodynamic non-Newtonian (MHNN) curved circular squeeze film by Lin et al [4]; the curved mechanism is imported for engineering application. Recently, Santhana Krishnan Narayanan and Sundarammal Kesavan [12] have investigated MHNN Squeeze film characteristics of porous curved circular plates.

Therefore, a further investigation is motivated in the present study for porous squeeze film dynamic characteristics in MHNN curved circular plates. The porous squeeze film dynamic characteristics between curved circular plates lubricated with an electrically conducting non-Newtonian fluid in the presence of an external magnetic field are investigated in this paper. The expressions for MHNN porous squeeze film stiffness and dynamic coefficients are obtained. Comparing with the hydrodynamic Newtonian case, the squeeze film dynamics characteristics for porous curved circular plates are improved by the use of an electrically conducting non-Newtonian fluid in the presence of external magnetic fields.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
As shown in Figure-1 describes the porous squeeze film geometry between upper curved circular plates of radius a approaching the bottom fixed plate of porous bearing of wall thickness $H_o$ with a velocity $\frac{\partial h}{\partial t}$ under a constant load.

Figure-1. Geometry of MHNN porous squeeze film curved circular plates in the presence of a transverse uniform magnetic field.

The porous region is lubricated with an electrically conducting non-Newtonian couple-stress fluid. An external magnetic field $B_o$ is applied in y-direction.
The film shape \( h \) is taken to be an exponential type as Murti [8].

\[
h = h_c \exp\left(-\frac{kr^2}{a^2}\right)
\]

where \( h_c \) is the central minimum film thickness and \( k \) is the curved shape parameter. Assume that the thin film lubrication theory as Hamrock[3] is applicable and the induced magnetic field is small when comparing with the magnetic field. Following the MHD flow equation of Lin [6] and thestokesmicrocontinuum theory [10], the Magneto-hydrodynamic Non-Newtonian (MHNN) couple stress momentum equations and the continuity equation can be expressed in axially cylindrical coordinates as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial r} = \frac{\mu}{r} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2} - \frac{\eta}{r} \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^4} - \sigma B_z^2 u
\]

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial y} = 0
\]

\[
1 \frac{\partial (ru)}{r \partial r} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} = 0
\]

where \( p \) is the hydrodynamic film pressure, \( u \) and \( v \) are the velocity components in the \( r \)- and \( y \)-directions respectively, \( \mu \) is the lubricant viscosity, \( \eta \) denotes the electrical conductivity of the lubricant and \( \sigma \) represents a material constant responsible for the non-Newtonian couple stress fluid. The flow of conducting lubricant in the porous region is governed by the modified Darcy’s law [11].

\[
\begin{align*}
    u^* &= \frac{k'}{\mu} \frac{\partial p^*}{\partial r} \frac{1}{c'^*} \\
    v^* &= \frac{k'}{\mu(1 - \beta)} \frac{\partial p^*}{\partial y} \\
    1 \frac{\partial (ru^*)}{r \partial r} + \frac{\partial v^*}{\partial y} &= 0 \\
    c'^* &= \sqrt{\frac{k'M^2}{m h_{co}^2} - \beta + 1}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p^* \) is the pressure in the porous matrix, \( h_{co} \) denotes the initial minimum film height, \( k' \) be the permeability of porous facing, \( m \) porosity and \( \beta \) being non-dimensional minimum film thickness.

The relevant boundary condition for the velocity components are

\[
\begin{align*}
    u &= 0, \quad v = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad y = 0 \quad (6) \\
    u &= 0, \quad v = \frac{\partial h}{\partial t} \quad \text{at} \quad y = h \quad (7)
\end{align*}
\]

The conditions in Eqs (6) and (7) are the conventional non-slip conditions. The condition in Eq.(7) comes from the vanishing of couple stresses at the solid boundary[11].

The non-dimensional load-carrying capacity is expressed as

\[
W^* = F^* = \frac{Wh_{co}^2}{\mu a^3} \int_{r^* = 0}^{1} r^* f^*(M,N,h^*) \, dr^*
\]

where

\[
f^*(M,N,h^*) = \frac{12h^*}{M^2} \left[ 1 - 2 \left( E_1 \tanh \left( \frac{E_1 h^*}{2} \right) + E_2 \tanh \left( \frac{E_2 h^*}{2} \right) \right) \right]
\]

\[
M = B_s h_{co} \sqrt{\frac{\sigma}{\mu}}
\]

\[
l = \sqrt{\frac{\eta}{\mu}}
\]

\[
N = \frac{l}{h_{co}}
\]

\[
E_1 = \frac{\sqrt{1 + \sqrt{1 - 4M^2N^2}}}{\sqrt{2N}}
\]

\[
E_2 = \frac{\sqrt{1 - \sqrt{1 - 4M^2N^2}}}{\sqrt{2N}}
\]
The linear dynamic stiffness coefficient can be obtained by evaluating the partial derivative of film force with respect to the minimum film thickness and then taking the value under steady state.

\[ S^* = - \frac{72\pi}{M^2 f^*(M, N, h^*)} \left[ 1 - \frac{\beta_1^2}{(\beta_1^2 - \beta_2^2)} \sec^2 h(0.5\beta_2 h^*) + \frac{\beta_2^2}{(\beta_1^2 - \beta_2^2)} \sec^2 h(0.5\beta_2 h^*) \right] \int_{r^*=0}^{r^*} dr^* \]

Similarly, the linear dynamic damping coefficient can be obtained by evaluating the partial derivative of film force with respect to the squeezing velocity, and then taking the value under steady state.

\[ D^* = \frac{36\pi^2}{\left[ \int_{r^*=0}^{r^*} r^* dr^* \right]^2} \]

The above integrations are solved by using Gaussian Quadrature Method.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure-2 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of \( r^* \) for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses \( N=0 \) under \( h_c^*=0.5 \) and \( k=1 \). Figure 3 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of \( r^* \) for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses \( N=0.03 \) under \( h_c^*=0.5 \) and \( k=1 \). Figure-4 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of \( r^* \) for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses \( N=0.06 \) under \( h_c^*=0.5 \) and \( k=1 \). Figure 5 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of \( r^* \) for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses \( N=0.08 \) under \( h_c^*=0.5 \) and \( k=1 \). Figure 6 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of \( r^* \) for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses \( N=0.1 \) under \( h_c^*=0.5 \) and \( k=1 \). Bearing stiffness coefficients are observed to increase slightly with increasing Hartmann Numbers. Decreasing the porous squeezing film height increases the values of the stiffness coefficient. Totally, the increments in values of the stiffness coefficients are more pronounced for porous squeeze film MHNN curved circular plates with a smaller squeezing film height and a larger Hartmann number. Comparing with the Newtonian film, higher stiffness coefficients are obtained for MHNN porous curved circular plates with the application of magnetic fields. Generally, the MHNN porous curved circular plates provide a significant improvement in dynamic stiffness characteristics, especially for a larger value of the Hartmann number.
Figure-2. MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0$.

Figure-3. MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.03$. 
Figure-4. MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.06$.

Figure-5. MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.08$. 
Figure-6. MHNN dynamic stiffness coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.1$

Figure-7 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0$ under $h_0^*=0.5$ and $k=1$. Figure-8 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.03$ under $h_0^*=0.5$ and $k=1$. Figure-9 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.06$ under $h_0^*=0.5$ and $k=1$. Figure-10 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.08$ under $h_0^*=0.5$ and $k=1$. Figure-11 presents the non-dimensional MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.1$ under $h_0^*=0.5$ and $k=1$. Damping coefficients are observed to increase with increasing values of the Hartmann numbers. Decreasing the squeezing film height increases the values of the damping coefficients. It is observed that the increments in values of the damping coefficients are more pronounced for MHNN porous curved circular plates with smaller squeezing film heights and larger Hartmann numbers. Comparing with Newtonian case, the MHNN porous curved circular plates signifies an increase in values of the damping coefficients by the externally applied magnetic fields. On the whole, the effects of applied magnetic fields on the dynamic damping characteristics are more pronounced for the MHNN porous curved circular plates operating at a larger Hartmann number.
Figure-7. MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.001$.

Figure-8. MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.03$. 
Figure-9. MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.06$.

Figure-10. MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.08$. 
Figure-11. MHNN dynamic damping coefficient as a function of $r^*$ for different values of the Hartmann Number under non-Newtonian parameter of couple stresses $N=0.1$

Table-1. Comparison of the Porous MHNN Stiffness coefficient $S^*$ and the Damping coefficient $D^*$ with the Newtonian results under $h^*_c=0.5,k=1$ and $N = 0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r^*$</th>
<th>Newtonian results</th>
<th>Present study: Porous squeeze film MHNN curved circular plates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M=0$</td>
<td>$M=2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^*$</td>
<td>$D^*$</td>
<td>$S^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.13$</td>
<td>0.069077</td>
<td>0.000128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.16$</td>
<td>0.164117</td>
<td>0.000711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.22$</td>
<td>0.642647</td>
<td>0.010416</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-2. Comparison of the Porous MHNN Stiffness coefficient $S^*$ and the Damping coefficient $D^*$ with the Newtonian results under $h^*_c=0.5,k=1$ and $N = 0.03$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r^*$</th>
<th>Newtonian results</th>
<th>Present study: Porous squeeze film MHNN curved circular plates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M=0$</td>
<td>$M=2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^*$</td>
<td>$D^*$</td>
<td>$S^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.13$</td>
<td>0.075413</td>
<td>0.0001420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.16$</td>
<td>0.179474</td>
<td>0.0007890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.22$</td>
<td>0.706014</td>
<td>0.0116270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table-3. Comparison of the Porous MHNN Stiffness coefficient $S^*$ and the Damping coefficient $D^*$ with the Newtonian results under $h_c^*=0.5,k=1$ and $N = 0.06$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r^*$</th>
<th>Newtonian results Murti [8]</th>
<th>Present study: Porous squeeze film MHNN curved circular plates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S^*$</td>
<td>$D^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.13$</td>
<td>0.107391</td>
<td>0.000212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.16$</td>
<td>0.257693</td>
<td>0.001188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.22$</td>
<td>1.037004</td>
<td>0.017947</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-4. Comparison of the Porous MHNN Stiffness coefficient $S^*$ and the Damping coefficient $D^*$ with the Newtonian results under $h_c^*=0.5,k=1$ and $N = 0.08$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r^*$</th>
<th>Newtonian results Murti [8]</th>
<th>Present study: Porous squeeze film MHNN curved circular plates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S^*$</td>
<td>$D^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.13$</td>
<td>0.183823</td>
<td>0.000382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.16$</td>
<td>0.448516</td>
<td>0.002180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.22$</td>
<td>1.892079</td>
<td>0.034607</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-5. Comparison of the Porous MHNN Stiffness coefficient $S^*$ and the Damping coefficient $D^*$ with the Newtonian results under $h_c^*=0.5,k=1$ and $N = 0.1$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r^*$</th>
<th>Newtonian results Murti [8]</th>
<th>Present study: Porous squeeze film MHNN curved circular plates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S^*$</td>
<td>$D^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.13$</td>
<td>0.618179</td>
<td>0.001382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.16$</td>
<td>1.605775</td>
<td>0.008415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^*=0.22$</td>
<td>8.210355</td>
<td>0.162688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dynamic squeeze film characteristics for porous curved circular plates are improved by the use of an electrically conducting non-Newtonian fluid in the presence of external magnetic fields as compared to the case of Newtonian squeeze film results of Murti [8] are illustrated in the Table 1 to Table 5. Table values illustrate the MHNN Stiffness Coefficient and the MHNN Damping Coefficient of porous curved circular squeeze films are improved for higher values of magnetic Hartmann Number $M$.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Comparing with the conventional Newtonian case, the MHNN curved circular porous squeeze film dynamic characteristics are improved by the use of an electrically conducting non-Newtonian fluid in the presence of external magnetic fields.
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